
 

 

דברים פרשת  
Week #111 

To receive weekly Hilchos Shabbos sheets by email, subscribe at: Shabboshalachos@gmail.com 
                                                     This sheet contains Divrei Torah and should be dealt with accordingly. 
 

 

Is it permissible to wear a hospital bracelet or an ID card (as doctors commonly wear) 

outdoors in an area not enclosed within an Eiruv?  

Since a hospital bracelet and an ID card are not ornaments, they may not be worn. 

Is it permissible to wear a gauze pad, or an Ace bandage outside if there is no Eiruv? 

Since the gauze pad/bandage protects a wound or part of the person’s body from 
getting dirty, it is permitted to be worn outside. However, this leniency does not 
include whatever means are used to hold the gauze or Ace bandage in place, unless it is 
considered battul to the gauze or bandage (for example, because it is a disposable 
item, or because its purpose is for fastening the ace bandage). If, however, an item 
such as a rubber band was used to hold the bandage/splint in place, it would be 
forbidden to be worn.1 Note that one should not use tape to adhere the gauze on 
Shabbos.  
 

Is it permissible to walk outside an Eiruv with a crutch or cane? 

Walking outside with a crutch or cane is permitted for a person who normally does not 

walk such a distance without it due to disability. However, a person who would walk 

such a distance without the crutch/crane but merely wishes to have it to make the 

walk easier may not walk with it outside an Eiruv. For those for whom it is permissible 

to walk with a cane, the cane must actually be used while walking and one may not 

carry it.2 
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